A word from the Editor
All,
I hope you are enjoying the summer holidays and that you are charging your batteries
before going back to work again. We have an interesting summer issue of the magazine so
for those of you that are up for some interesting reading (even though you are on vacation)
you are more than welcome to look into the articles. For the ones of you already working,
please find some time to go through them.
I wanted to give some personal reflections on the SFPE activities over the last year. Due to
the Covid outbreak we had an abrupt termination on the in-person events just after
(actually during) the very successful New Zealand PBD conference last year. This led to a
very steep learning curve regarding adapting our activities to a new format (virtual), but this
also required a new way of organizing the events but most importantly also finding new
ways of sharing knowledge and information. I believe the virtual SFPE Europe Conference
gave us a good glimpse of what can be achieved and what I think will be an alternative way
of conferences in the future; the presentations were pre-recorded, and the authors was
chatting live with the audience, the discussions were so much more vivid and diverse if
compared to a normal in-person event. However, this was just one thing, the second was
the development our different types of webinars, the huge success was a bit of surprise to
everyone. The potential of webinars and similar tools are tremendous, we reached literally
thousands of people that connected and joined the webinars. So much more than we would
ever have on a normal conference (or a few of them). This format is here to stay. The most
important part of this was obviously the SFPE staff and all our volunteers prepared to invest
personal time and effort into the SFPE cause. Very impressive.
That said, there is a desire to meet persons again, be in a good discussion during a
conference coffee break or over a beer at the bar in the evening. So, with that in mind I
wanted to give some publicity for the upcoming SFPE Annual Conference that will be our
first SFPE in-person event for a long time. This has the potential to be a real success and
good finish of the year for SFPE.
Back to the articles, as always there is a wide spread of topics, please have a look and read
the ones that you believe will be useful or just interesting to you. We have everything from

façade fires, preventing cooking fires and cybersecurity, so just pick a topic and read about
it.
If there are readers out there that feel that you have an important subject that you would
like to share with the industry do not hesitate to contact us, we can make that happen.
As always, a great thanks to the people who have put in a lot of time and effort to make this
issue a reality.
The next issue will come in October.
Yours sincerely,

Jimmy Jönsson, Managing Editor
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A Message from the SFPE Europe Chair
Dear SFPE Europe members,
We are entering a time of great hope! Hope that thanks to the summer weather and all of
the measures each country has taken we can spend time together again and meet friends,
socializing like in the old days (prior to 1.5 years ago).
In this edition of the SFPE Europe Magazine I would like to give an insight to where we stand
with setting up SFPE Europe.
The first General Assembly Meeting (GAM) took place on the 25th May 2021. Though meeting in person was not meant to be for our first GAM of SFPE Europe, which had to take place
virtually. After going through the formal governance information of how SFPE Europe works,
the GAM focused on the activities we are going to prioritize. To further the mission of SFPE
Europe we believe working through Standing Committees is the way forward. We have decided on the need to establish three Standing Committees in the following topics: Conferences, Representation and Professional Recognition.
In terms of conferences we have a very well established working group for the SFPE Europe
Conference that will spring into action again for the SFPE Europe Conference 2023 in Berlin.
We still have plans to hold a SFPE Symposium on Engineering Solutions for Cultural Heritage
in Rome. This is a symposium that needs to be held in person, so that the attendees can really benefit from visiting sites and discuss the approaches taken for the various buildings. SFPE
Europe will also support the organization of the 14th SFPE International Performance-Based
Codes and Fire Safety Design Methods Conference and Expo in Copenhagen in 2022.
The second Standing Committee will work on Representation and Relations. We have defined our goal: to advance the implementation of fire safety engineering in Europe by enhancing the presence and impact of SFPE Europe in European associations and standardswriting bodies. We are in the process of putting a team together for that standing committee. This will be a very important committee with a lot of work to be done in terms of getting
SFPE Europe at the right tables to contribute, whether this is the EU Commissions Directorates-General, the relevant CEN Committees, or other key European Construction Industry
Associations as well as National Bodies.

The third Standing Committee will further the Professional Recognition of Fire Protection
Engineers throughout Europe. This Standing Committee is still in its infancy but we hope that
over the next few months we will have made progress with establishing it. On the agenda
will also be an update of the "White Paper for Professional Recognition for Fire Safety Engineering" in Europe (2014).
The Standing Committees will align their work and activities closely with the "mirror" Standing Committees of the Society SFPE. Anyone interested in joining the Standing Committees
for Representation or Professional Recognition please contact any member of the board.
We have already held two SFPE Europe board meetings. They focused mainly on governance
issues for SFPE Europe. For the legal side we get great support from Alfons Westgeest from
Kellen Company based in Brussels. We also need policies that define the way we operate.
Developing these is a major task and we are very thankful to SFPE for bringing in Kathleen
Almand as a consultant to help set up the SFPE Europe policies. Additionally and very timely
for us SFPE has employed a Chapter Engagement Manager. A big Welcome to Eva Przygodzki
for taking on that role and providing us with administrative support and management for
SFPE Europe as well as supporting all the SFPE chapters. We also thank Maxine Katz, SFPE
Administrative Assistant, who provided that support up to now and who will introduce Eva
to current tasks. In the name of the SFPE Europe Board of Directors we are very grateful to
SFPE and all their staff for their continuous support that we receive.
Enjoy your summer break, whether it be local or in foreign lands.
David Grossmann SFPE Europe Chair
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INTRODUCTION
Recent large fires associated with façade systems in tall buildings are currently occurring at
a rate of more than once a month globally and are responsible for many deaths and billions of
dollars in losses. The 2017 Grenfell Tower façade fire resulted in more than 70 fatalities [1]. In
China, many façade fires have happened in almost every large cities, such as the 2009 TVCC fire
and the 2010 Shanghai fire.

Fig. 1. Typical EPS façade fire: the 2009 TVCC fire in Beijing (left) and the 2010 Shanghai fire
(right).
Over the last few decades, External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems (ETICS) have been
widely used in buildings due to their thermal advantages, low cost, and ease of application [2]. A
typical ETICS is consisted of the wall construction, insulation material, cement bound mortar with
reinforcement, and rendering and is fixed by dowels and mortar [3,4]. The flammable insulation
materials, like expanded polystyrene (EPS) and polyurethane (PU) foams, are often used. It is well
known that EPS ETICS is quite flammable [5]. For the aged EPS ETICS façade, the flame retardancy
of polymer cement mortar (PCM) becomes weaker because the outer PCM layer is gradually
deteriorated by the environment. Thus, the fire risk of EPS ETICS is very high for the aged facade.
A complex fire behavior, including EPS melt-flow and dripping has been reported when EPS ETICS
specimens exposed to a fire. The fire spread rate (FSR) of EPS ETICS has been observed to be fast,
but the data of FSR on building façade are still lacked today.
The EPS ETICS fire has been one of the hot and challenging topics in building facade fire.
Nevertheless, the high cost of large-scale fire tests and the strong influence of scale effect have
limited the deeper understanding of EPS ETICS fire research. More fundamental knowledge of
vertical upward fire spread rate of EPS ETICS masonry façade fire over the exterior building wall
is urgently needed.
FIRE SPREAD TEST OVER FULL-SCALE EPS ETICS
We have conducted a series of real-scale EPS ETICS façade specimens are tested under
various HRR of window spilled flame, EPS thickness, and thermal parameters of ETICS according
to the JIS A1310 method [6]. The test setup and EPS ETICS specimens are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Similar to the previous work [7,8], the facade fire test facility consisted of a propane gas
combustion chamber (size in L × W × H = 1,350 mm × 1,350 mm × 1,350 mm), window opening
(size in L × W= 910 mm × 910 mm), gas burner (size in L × W= 600 mm × 600 mm), specimen
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substrate and specimen support frame. The opening size and opening aspect n (n = 2W/H) were
W × H = 910 mm × 910 mm and n=2, respectively. The chamber had an inner surface area of 10.1
m 2.

EPS ETICS specimen
Specimen substrate
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（1350 ×1350×1350 mm）
Burner
（600 ×600 mm ）

PCM

CM
Specimen
support frame

EPS

Unit: mm

Fig. 2. The description of the experiment: the layout of test configurations, EPS ETICS sample
and a sketch model of experiment layout [2].
FIRE BEHAVIOR ON EPS ETICS
Fig. 3 illustrates the development of the compartment fire, the ignition of the façade, and the
upward spread of the façade fire, based on test No. 4 (1,100 kW fire with 200-mm thick EPS).
With the development of the compartment fire (Fig. 3a), the flame spilled out through the
window opening and attached to the ETICS surface wall (Fig. 3b). When the hot flame got in
contact with on façade surface, the PCM layer would be ignited soon, because of the combustible
nature of styrene‐butadiene rubbers‐latex (SBR). Soon after, the CM layer became damaged by
window spilled flames (Fig. 3c). Then, flames came into the EPS layer to ignite a new fire, which
started to spread both upward and downward (Fig. 3d). The upward fire spread was dominant
and much faster. The downward fire spread was accompanied by the dripping ignition of molten
EPS. Finally, most of the fuels were burnt out, so the fire became weak. After about 20 min, the
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flame disappeared, and a big hole was found above the opening (Fig. 3e). No remaining EPS was
found when the residual surface was removed (Fig. 3f).

Fig. 3. The description of façade fire tests, (a) Early stage at t = 1 s, (b) flame spilled out at t = 24
s, (c) ignition of EPS and the formation of hole in CM layer at t = 95 s, (d) upward flame
propagation at t = 326 s, (e) EPS burnout outlook, and (f) removal of façade [2,9].
Once the EPS foam is directly heated by the flame, it will quickly melt and shrink by the
surface tension, and the backside can be almost instantaneously heated by the flame. Therefore,
we define the arrival of the fire front when the EPS back temperature had a sudden increase. As
expected, the upward fire spread rate is not constant, but increases almost linearly with the time
and the development of fire, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In other words, the acceleration of FSR in each
is almost a fixed value. To simplify the comparison, the average value of FSR is used to study the
influence of other fire and material parameters.
Fig. 4(b) shows that the averaged FSR decreases greatly as the thickness of EPS increases.
Specifically, as the thickness increases from 100 to 200 mm, the thin material,’’ although the
thicknesses of EPS are several orders of magnitude value of FSR almost decreases half. This
behavior is the same as the ‘‘thermally-thin material,’’ although the thicknesses of EPS are several
orders of magnitude greater than the conventional limit of thermally thin (about 2 mm). This is
attributed to the quick shrinkage of EPS foam in contact with the flame, as well as the serious
melt-flow or melt-drip phenomena [10] that happened inside the ETICS.
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Fig. 4. The upward fire spread over EPS: (a) spread rate vs time, and (b) spread rate vs EPS
thickness.
NEW METHOD TO PREDICT FIRE SPREAD RATE
In our previous work, a calculation method for FSR on the basis of test results from a series of
tests is given [9].

When LEPS ≤ 0.3 m, Q ≤ 1100 kW, and 17.3 ≤ FPI ≤ 31.3 (m/s1/2)/(kW/m)2/3, FSR in
[cm/min] could be predicated by
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Herein, we found a new calculation method based on considering the HRR of window spilled
flame and thermal parameters of EPS ETICS. We can predict FSR with 𝑡𝑡, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹, 𝑄𝑄, 𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 by
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The comparison of experimental and calculated data is shown in Fig. 5. It indicates the result
performed by the current method shows a better agreement with experimental data. Thus, the
current method is adequately approximated for engineering applications.
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Fig. 5. The deviation between experimental and calculated FSR by using two methods.
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How Can We Improve Realism in Crowd Simulations?
By: Martyn Amos and Jamie Webster, Department of Computer and Information Sciences,
Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.
In 1950, the mathematician Alan Turing essentially founded the field of artificial intelligence
with a landmark paper [1], in which he proposed an “imitation game” for humans and
computers. This protocol (which would subsequently become known, more popularly, as the
“Turing test”) avoided the pitfalls of asking the ambiguous question “Can machines think?”, by
focusing on whether or not a computer could plausibly pretend to be a human being during a
dialogue with an interrogator. A human participant puts questions to both another person and
a computer, and the job of the machine is to respond in such a way as to persuade the observer
that it is actually the human. According to Turing, if the computer’s responses are
indistinguishable from those of a human over a pair of conversations, then, for all intents and
purposes, we would be justified in ascribing to the machine a degree of “intelligence”.
But how might the Turing test be relevant to fire safety engineering? Crowd simulations now
play an integral role in performance-based fire safety design, and they are applied in a wide
variety of domains, from evacuation planning and management to incident response and
analysis. Although a number of commercial and open-source software tools exist to simulate
crowd movement and behaviour, the underlying “engine” (which determines how simulated
people move through space and interact with one another and their environment) is often
based on microscopic movement models such as the Social Forces Model, or a variant thereof
[2]. This generates crowd behaviours that are macroscopically valid, but which still occasionally
lack realism (or “believability”). Although the overall outcome of the simulation (e.g., the time
taken to evacuate a building) may be valid, any visualization of the moving crowd may lack
subtle features that are present in real crowds (for example, sudden changes in direction or
speed).
This “reality gap” may present a challenge in terms of the adoption of policies based on
simulation visualisations; put simply, decision makers may not entirely trust the outputs of
these models because they intuitively feel that they are somehow “unrealistic”. In our recent
work, we addressed this reality gap, using a Turing test model that asked human participants to

classify movies of real and simulated crowds. Our initial hypothesis was that real crowds
possess features that allow human observers to distinguish them from simulations.
We began by confirming the existence of features or patterns that are specific to real crowds,
and which are not present in simulated crowds. This meant that we could be confident that real
crowds have one or more “signature” features that allow them to be distinguished from
simulated crowds. We then followed up this work with a second study, which specifically
identified those signature features. These findings immediately suggest a number of relatively
straightforward modifications that may be made to crowd simulation packages in order to close
the believability gap that exists between their outputs and reality.
First trial: establishing the existence of “signature” features of real crowds.
Using observations taken from the University of Edinburgh, we selected a number of clips of
time series data on “real” crowd movement. We then extracted the features of these clips
(entry/exit point distribution, start/end time distribution, etc.) and used this information to set
up simulations of those specific scenarios. In this way, we generated six pairs of movies of
“real”/”simulated” crowds, in which the “real” crowd was based on observations, and the
“simulated” crowd was generated by the Vadere crowd simulation package. For each pair, each
movie was rendered using a custom visualiser, so that they could not be distinguished by
appearance alone (Figure 1). The task of our participants was to select, for each pair, what they
thought was the real crowd.

Figure 1. Rendering of a crowd clip. (Taken from [3]).
We recruited 384 students from Northumbria University for the initial identification trial. Our
results were extremely surprising. The mean score was 1.6/6 (significantly worse than random
guessing); the overall distribution of scores is shown in Figure 2, overlaid with the expected
binomial distribution. A particularly striking result is that the most common score was zero.
That is, a significant proportion of our participants were able to perfectly partition crowds into
“real” or “simulated”, but they were completely unable to tell which was which (i.e., classify
them). A second version of the trial, in which we asked different participants to classify
individual movies led to an improvement in performance, but still not enough to out-perform

random guessing. Our results [3], therefore, confirmed the existence of a set of features that
allow humans to tell real crowds apart from simulated crowds (even if they are unable to
ascribe them to the correct set). Our next task was to identify those specific features.

Figure 2. Identification trial: distribution of participant scores (the line represents the expected
binomial distribution if individuals chose at random). (Taken from [3]).
Second trial: identifying specific “signature” features of real crowds.
Our follow-up study [4] was performed on-line, due to restrictions imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic. We recruited 232 participants via social media; the first test was a repetition of the
classification test from the first trial (using different movies), which allowed us to assign each
participant a “baseline” score of their ability to classify crowds. We then asked participants to
sign up for the second test; 50 people in total responded (we offered a £10 Amazon gift card as
an incentive). After an appropriate time had passed, we then performed a second classification
test, but this time participants were first “trained” by showing them a series of movies that
were explicitly described as being derived from real crowds. Our hypothesis was that
participants would be able to detect features of real crowds from this training and apply this
knowledge in the second classification test. The test is still available at
www.martynamos.com/TTFC2

Figure 2. Slopegraph plot of changes in individual classification performance after training (50
individuals shown in total). Green lines show significant improvements, purple lines show small
changes, and red lines show significant reductions in performance. (Taken from [4]).

Analysis of performances confirmed that the smaller second test group was representative of
the larger first test group. We saw a significant uplift in classification performance (Figure 3),
from 27% in the first test, to 60% in the second test. This confirmed our hypothesis that suitably
trained individuals are able to improve their classification performance. We then used free text
feedback supplied by participants to specifically identify the real crowd features that they
found particularly helpful.
We performed textual analysis on the feedback to identify a number of common themes, and
then plotted their frequency against the average improvement in classification performance. By
focussing on features that both appeared relatively frequently and were mentioned by “high
performers”, we identified two main themes; that individuals in real crowds move more
erratically/unpredictably, and that agents in simulations move much more smoothly. These
observations are clearly complementary. A secondary feature we identified was collision
avoidance; specifically, participants who performed badly assumed that individuals in real
crowds would naturally avoid one another (we remind the reader that this test was carried out
when strict social distancing rules were being applied, although these findings were replicated
in the first trial, before the pandemic). The real dataset actually contained multiple instances of
individuals coming into close proximity, and strict “bubbles” of avoidance were actually a
feature of the simulation.
Conclusions and future work
Over two related studies, using more than 600 participants, we first confirmed the existence of
“signature” features of real crowds that allow them to be distinguished from simulated crowds,
and then specifically identified those features. We found that unpredictability in terms of
individual trajectories is by far the best discriminator, with collision detection also providing
useful indications.
Of course, the broader significance of these findings remains to be established, as (a) the
dataset was taken from “routine” crowds moving through a space with a relatively simple
topology, and (b) their applicability to evacuation scenarios should be further investigated.
Nevertheless, our findings do suggest a number of straightforward modifications that could be
made to commercial and scientific crowd simulation packages in order to improve their
“believability”. This will be the subject of our future work in this area (thus “closing the circle”).
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Sensors and Machine Learning Models to Prevent Cooktop Ignition and Ignore
Normal Cooking
By: Amy E. Mensch, National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States
Anthony Hamins, National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States
Wai Cheong Tam, National Institute of Standards and Technology, United States
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According to a recent NFPA report, 49 % of reported home fires involve cooking equipment,
with cooktops accounting for 87 % of cooking-fire deaths and 80 % of the civilian injuries [1, 2].
Between 2014–2018, U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated 172,900 home cooking
fires per year, leading to an average of 550 civilian deaths [2].
Electric-coil cooktops in the U.S. manufactured after June 2018 must pass the abnormal cooking
test in UL 858 [3]. The test prescribes a maximum temperature of the dry-pan or a performance
test for ignition-prevention using 50 mL of canola oil with the coil element on its highest power
setting. This standard does not apply to older cooktops or gas cooktops. Therefore, we consider
the feasibility of using a variety of sensors as the basis for a retrofit device that would provide
early warning or control to automatically shut off the cooktop during unattended cooking,
while ignoring normal-cooking activities.
Several studies [4–9] have investigated the performance advantages of multiple sensors over a
single sensor for detecting generalized fire conditions, preventing cooktop ignition, or resisting
nuisance sources. However, a comprehensive study to compare the effectiveness of a wide
range of sensors and sensor combinations has not previously been conducted. This article is a
compressed version of a recently published study [10] with an objective to apply data-driven,
statistical methods and machine learning methods to design a detection algorithm for cooktop
ignition prevention. Data was obtained from experiments with a variety of ignition and normal-

cooking scenarios to develop and evaluate prediction algorithms using threshold analysis and
neural network models.
Experimental Methods
Sixty ignition and normal-cooking experiments were conducted in a mock kitchen shown in
Figure 1 using different size electric-coil heating elements, gas burners or an electric oven.
Sixteen sensors were placed in the exhaust duct where they were exposed to the well-mixed
exhaust flow containing the cooking gases and particles. The sensors monitored various
quantities including CO2, CO, temperature, humidity, smoke, hydrocarbons (HCs), alcohols,
hydrogen (H2), natural gas, propane, volatile organic compounds (VOC), and dust/aerosols. The
exhaust fan was normally set to the highest setting on the range hood, with an average velocity
of 3.4 m/s in the 15 cm duct. Aluminum foil was added on the sides of the cooktop to reduce
the impact of room air currents on the plume. Additional details about the setup and sensor
operating principles are found in [9].
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Figure 1. Schematic of the front of the mock kitchen experimental setup (not to scale).
The cooking scenarios covered a wide range of conditions representative of normal cooking as
well as conditions beyond normal cooking, sometimes leading to ignition of the food [10–13].
The experiments used 20 cm or 25 cm diameter pans of different types, but mainly cast iron.
The foods in the experiments (mostly with high fat content that were likely to ignite) were
vegetable oils commonly used in the U.S. [13] (soybean, canola, olive, sunflower, and corn),
butter, water, hamburgers, salmon, bacon, frozen french fries, and chicken. In total, 39 out of
60 experiments ignited, including cooking oils, salmon, fries, and bacon.

Pan temperatures were measured at one or more locations using Type-K thermocouples either
spot welded or peened to the pan. Figure 2 shows the thermocouple measurements on the pan
surface during an experiment with canola oil. The average peak pan temperature at ignition
across experiments was 429 °C (standard deviation of 25 °C). For the electric-coil experiments,
the pan temperature at the time of ignition was between 403 °C and 483 °C, consistent with
previous studies [14].

Figure 2. Pan surface temperatures and cooking regimes for an experiment leading to ignition
of canola oil.
Figure 2 illustrates three periods of a typical experiment: normal cooking, pre-ignition, and
ignition. The transition to pre-ignition occurs when conditions exceed some reasonable
temperature- or time-based limit and involve severely burned food and copious amounts of
aerosol being produced. The limits of normal cooking are based on either a maximum food
temperature or the duration of cooking at an approximate pan temperature. For vegetable oils,
butter, and bacon, it is assumed that pan temperature is a good indication of the food
temperature, and the limit is set to 300 °C. For cooked meats the safe minimum internal
temperatures [15] defines the end of normal cooking. Complete details of the definitions for
each scenario are described in [10].
Strategically, algorithms to prevent ignition should be triggered after normal cooking but before
ignition, allowing enough time to intervene, considering the thermal lag of the burner-pan
system. Temperature results from our experiments and previous work [7, 10] suggest that a
sufficient time is 60 s before ignition.
Sensor Analysis
Each sensor signal was characterized by a unique profile, and 11 sensors tended to increase in
time as ignition approached, as shown in Figure 3. The complete set of sensor data for all
experiments is reported in [17].

60 s before
ignition
Pre-Ignition

Normal
Cooking

Figure 3. Sensor signals for an experiment leading to ignition of canola oil in a cast iron pan on
an electric-coil burner (IAQ is “indoor air quality”).
Threshold Analysis
Sensor signals and their ratios were evaluated across all experiments to determine if a
threshold value could be selected to both prevent ignition and ignore normal-cooking
conditions. A threshold value could potentially miss ignitions (not trigger before the 60 s
ignition window) as well as cause false alarms (trigger during normal cooking). We sought the
most conservative threshold that would prevent all ignitions. The false alarm rate (FAR) was the
ratio of the number of experiments with a false alarm to the total number of experiments. The
sensor ratios considered used either CO2 (mole fraction), duct temperature (K), or humidity
(mole fraction of water) in the denominator.
Neural-Network Analysis
Machine learning was also used to classify sensor data as representing normal cooking or preignition conditions, and a similar performance metric was used. The sensor signals were used to
train a four-layer feed-forward neural network to differentiate between normal cooking and
pre-ignition conditions [10]. Each time point was labeled with a "0" during normal cooking and
"1" during pre-ignition. The analysis considered over 12 800 time points across all experiments.
Cross-validation was used, where the neural-network model was trained using data from 59
experiments and then tested on the last experiment, and this was repeated until each
experiment was used once as the test set. The output was the model prediction for the
probability of pre-ignition for each time point. These values were converted to 0 or 1 (using
predictions thresholds of 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.98) to compare to the experiment labels.
Twenty-eight unique combinations of sensor data sets were used to develop neural-network
models, including one baseline case (using 11 sensors), 11 single sensor cases, and 16 unique
pairs of sensors, selected from the best performing individual sensors. Seven cases were
repeated to characterize model repeatability. The overall performance was evaluated by

quantifying the FAR (the same as in the threshold analysis discussed above) and the missed
ignition rate (MIR), which was the number of missed ignition experiments (where the predicted
value did not reach the threshold before the ignition window) divided by 39, the number of
experiments with ignition.
Results
Threshold Results
The performance for the eight individual sensors with the lowest FAR’s (threshold values in
[10]) as well as their ratios with duct temperature, humidity, and CO2 are shown in Figure 4. The
VOC sensor has the best individual sensor performance with a 0.02 FAR, or one false alarm,
which occurred while cooking hamburgers on a cast-iron pan on an electric-coil burner. The
next best performing sensors were IAQ and dust. The sensor ratios with duct temperature
generally performed similar to the sensor alone, including the VOC / duct temperature ratio. A
few sensor ratios showed improved performance over the sensor alone, especially the HC’s,
low range / humidity ratio.
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
False 0.25
Alarm
Rate 0.20

Sensor alone
Sensor / Duct Temp.
Sensor / Humidity
Sensor / CO2

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Figure 4. Threshold FAR of the top performing individual sensors and their ratios.
Neural-Network Analysis
An example output of the neural-network analysis is given in Figure 5, which shows the baseline
model predictions for one experiment. In this case, any of the four prediction thresholds results
in detection well ahead of the ignition window. However, both the 0.5 and 0.8 thresholds are
reached before the end of normal cooking, and are considered false alarms. Figure 6 shows that
as the prediction thresholds increased, the FAR decreased and the MIR increased except for the
baseline models, which had zero missed ignitions for all prediction thresholds tested. For each

set of sensor data, the lowest FAR with zero missed ignitions is considered for comparison to
signal threshold performance.
1
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Figure 5. Baseline (11 sensor) neural-network model predictions using different prediction
thresholds.
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Figure 6. Effect of prediction threshold on neural-network model FAR and MIR. The range in
values represents repeat model cases.
The best performing neural-network models (FAR and prediction threshold values in [10]) were
based on the VOC sensor alone and on the combination of the VOC and the inexpensive CO
sensors, both with FAR of 0.02, matching the best signal threshold performance. The VOC and
expensive CO sensor neural-network model also performed well with a 0.03 FAR (2 false
alarms). The top performing neural network models (FAR ≤ 0.14) included at least one of the
VOC, IAQ or dust sensors. Some neural-network models trained with multiple sensors had
similar or improved performance over models trained with only one sensor. This was the case
for the CO sensors, which did not perform well individually, but usually complemented other

sensors. However, including too many additional sensors resulted in worse performance, as
demonstrated by the baseline model, which had a FAR of 0.25.
Conclusions
Both signal threshold analysis and machine learning analysis were in agreement identifying the
most effective individual sensors providing early detection of ignition: VOC, IAQ, and dust, and
both analyses predicted similar false alarm rates for zero missed ignitions. These three sensors
all had a consistent response to the copious amounts of aerosol observed before ignition, which
likely include volatile organic compounds and smoke. The combined information from multiple
sensors was also evaluated in the threshold analysis using sensor ratios, and in machine
learning analysis using the baseline case and sensor pairs, but none of these cases performed
better than the VOC sensor alone. Although the results presented here are encouraging, further
study is needed to evaluate sensor performance as the sensors age and when other foods and
cooking scenarios are considered.
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1

This research presents an experimental and numerical study of the smoke dynamics from four fire
sources (combined HRR of 5.2MW) with different ignition times and under transient ventilation
conditions, inside a 20 m high cubic atrium. Temperature measurements in the plume and close to
the walls have been recorded using 59 thermocouples. The data was used in the determination of
the smoke layer interface height, with the least-square and the n-percent methods. Results show
that significantly worse conditions are induced by multiple sources than those in a single fire of
equal power. The results have been obtained using the CFD code FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator,
v6.7.1). The comparison shows that in the far ﬁeld the temperature predictions are accurate inside
the smoke layer (10 m and 15 m) with discrepancies lower than 10%, whereas higher significant
discrepancies were observed at the smoke layer interface, i.e. 5 m high, with discrepancies up to
20%. The analysis confirmed the applicability of FDS to the assessment of the smoke dynamics under
complex fire conditions away from flames together with the importance of considering fires with
multiple sources due to the faster smoke production compared with single fires.
1

Experimental analysis

Full-scale experiments were performed in the Fire Atrium of the Centro Tecnológico del Metal
(CTM), in Murcia, Spain, with the aim of better understanding the fluid dynamics of smoke produced
by fires in large enclosures [18] [19]. The Fire Atrium is a full-scale facility that consists of a prismatic
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structure of 19.5 m x 19.5 m x 17.5 m and a pyramidal roof raised 2.5 m at the center. Both the walls
and the roof are made of steel sheets with a thickness of 6 mm and a floor of concrete. The facility
was equipped with 59 type-k bare thermocouples, which locations are shown in Figure 2. The atrium
implements four variable velocity exhaust fans installed on the roof. The make-up air flows through
eight identical grilled vents arranged at the lower parts of the walls whose dimensions are 4.88 x
2.5 m². Those vents can be fully or partially opened, covering part of their section with 1 mm thick
steel sheets. Large pans of varying dimensions containing heptane as fuel were used as fire sources
(Figure 3b). The experiment was carried out using four pans with a diameter of 0.92 m filled with nheptane.

Figure 1– Photo of the experiment with all fires fully developed.

a)

2

b)

Figure 2 – (a) Geometrical sketch and Photo (b) of the Fire Atrium of the Centro Tecnológico del
Metal, Murcia, Spain.

Table 1 – Summary of experimental and ambient conditions during the experiment
Variable

Fire1

Fire2

Fire3

Fire4

Pool diameter (m)

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.92

Fuel mass (kg)

18.8

12.0

14.1

14.2

Burning time (s)

662

488

730

783

Extraction rate (m3/s)

18.4 (0 to 360s), 27.6 (360s to end)1

Ambient temperature (ºC)

14.5

Pressure (Pa)

101794

Maximum combined HRR (MW)
5.22
Open vents
A1+A3+C1+C2 (each at 50%)
3
3
1: Fans A, C: 4.6 m /s (0 to 360 s), 9.2 m /s (360 s to end). Fans B, D: 4.6 m3/s
1.1

Numerical Analysis

The numerical simulations have been carried out using Version 6.7.1 of Fire Dynamics Simulator
(FDSv6.7.1) [26], [27]. FDS is a computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) model of ﬁre-driven ﬂuid ﬂow.
FDS solves a form of the Navier-Stokes equations appropriate for low-speed (Ma < 0.3), thermallydriven ﬂow with an emphasis on smoke and heat transport from ﬁres. The model used to account
for combustion was the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model with a thermal extinction model.
Moreover, flow turbulence was modelled using a Large Eddy Simulation (LES), Deardorff model (Cv
= 0.1), and the radiation was solved with Discrete Ordinates model in a Finite Volume Method with
100 radiation angles [27]. The pool ﬁres were modelled setting the measured HRR curve from the
experiment as an input, Figure 3 (a), with a combined total HRR curve, and a peak value of 5.2 MW,
shown in Figure 3 (b). The radiation fraction for the heptane was 0.35 [27].
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Figure 3 – (a) HRR assigned to each fire and (b) Total HRR as a result of the FDS model for the #4FX
experiment.
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Results

Focusing on the experimental measurements and corresponding numerical predictions, Figure 4a–
c shows the near-ﬁeld temperature, speciﬁcally the ﬁre plume temperatures at h = 5.25 m, 7.25 m
and 13.25 m (sensors 1, 3 and 5) for the pool fire n.2. The temperature in this region is very high
due to the proximity to the ﬂame and the combustion products are not diluted with air, above all at
5.25 m, Figure 4a. The temperature decreases as the height increases due to the make-up air
entrainment to the ﬁre plume, Figure 4b, c. These measurements are highly affected by ﬂame local
effects, e.g. ﬂame inclinations. The latter explains the discrepancies observed at h=5.25 m above
pool 2. When the flame leans, the plume deviates from the vertical axis, and, thus, lower
temperatures than the measured ones are predicted, Figure 4a. On the other hand, the results of
the simulation for the plume temperature at 5.25 m from the ground start to match after 500s from
the ignition, when the central fire is over, and the thermal contribution comes from the other 3
fires. At h=7.25 m, Figure 4b, the plume has enlarged, which reduces the flame deviation effect
significantly to be negligible. At higher locations, Figure 4c, good agreement is found between
measurements and numerical results. Furthermore, at the lower locations, i.e. h=5.25 and h=7.25
m, four experimental temperature peaks can be appreciated, at t=180, t=210, t=300, and t=430 s,
approximately, which are caused by ﬂame deviations provoked by the cross make-up air supply
distribution [23]. As it has been above mentioned, these peaks are hardly noticeable at h=13.25 m.
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Figure 4 – Experiment #4FX. Temperatures and experimental uncertainty bounds. Fire plume for the
pool fire n.2 (central pan) at (a) h = 5.25 m (sensor 1), (b) h = 7.25 m (sensor 3), and (c) h = 13.25 m
(sensor 5). At 30 cm from Wall A at (d) h = 5 m (sensor 14), (e) h = 10 m (sensor 16) and (f) h = 15 m
(sensor 18).
With regard to the far ﬁeld, Figure 4d–f shows the temperature measurements at three sensors
close to wall A (sensors 14, 16 and 18). The temperature at this region is lower and starts to rise
later as a consequence of the travelling time of the smoke from the ﬁre plume to the smoke layer
and its subsequent growth. In general, the same trends are noticed in the experiments and the
simulations, with a good match for the sensors at 10 m and 15 m height from the ground, Figure 4e
and Figure 4f, and a small underprediction of the peak temperature for the lowest thermocouple
(at 5 m from the ground, Figure 4d).
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Finally, Figure 5 shows the smoke layer drop and the experimental vertical temperature proﬁles
every 100 s. The least-squares methods have been used and the error was estimated by means of
absolute and relative discrepancies. The latter error was calculated with respect to the total atrium
height (20 m). These two methods have been used to assess their accuracy in representing the
smoke layer height. The height of the smoke layer has also been numerically evaluated using the
least-squares method applied to the same thermocouple locations as in the experiments, Figure 5a.
When compared to the simulation, the smoke layer interface shows the same trend with an overall
substantial underprediction of the smoke layer interface. More specifically, the difference with
respect to the experimental measurements is minimal during the smoke layer drop (from the
ignition to approximately 150 s). However, after 150 s, the difference between the smoke layer
determined by the model and the experiments reaches a value of 1.8 m (at approximately 550 s).
Such difference might be caused in part by a larger mixing process at the smoke layer interface
predicted by the simulation, as it has been previously shown.
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Figure 5 – Experiment #4FX. (a) Smoke layer drop. (b) Experimental smoke layer temperature
proﬁles every 100 s. The red circles on figure (b) indicate the location of the smoke layer interface
height calculated with a given profile.
The experimental vertical temperature proﬁles in Figure 5b shows how the temperature is not very
uniform through the smoke layer as it grows, mainly caused by the ignition of the fires at different
locations. At 360 s, the smoke exhaust is increased, and the smoke layer interface starts to rise. It
can be observed how the ventilation system also homogenizes the temperature through the smoke
layer, reaching a very uniform maximum value. Then, the smoke layer starts to decrease its
temperature, in the same way, very homogenously.
3

Conclusions

Overall, good agreement has been found in the four ﬁres experiment between the numerical data
and the experimental measurements in the near ﬁeld, and also in the far ﬁeld. In the near ﬁeld, out
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of the flame region, the numerical temperature is slightly underpredicted, with average
discrepancies lower than 10%. In the far ﬁeld, the temperature predictions are quite accurate inside
the smoke layer (10 m and 15 m), whereas larger discrepancies were observed at the smoke layer
interface, i.e. 5 m high. The discrepancies at 10 m and 15 m high are lower than 10%, whereas at 5
m discrepancies up to 20% can be found, which is within the uncertainty associated with FDS. Lower
smoke layer height is predicted by the simulations, caused by the larger mixing of fresh air and
smoke, induced by the complex flow field at low locations. The analysis confirms that FDS is a robust
tool in determining the smoke spread and its features away from the fire region. Finally, the results
show the importance of considering complex fire scenarios with multiple sources due to the faster
smoke production and more life-threatening induced conditions compared with those of traditional
single fires.
4
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Cybersecurity for Fire Protection Systems
By: Victoria Hutchison, Fire Protection Research Foundation
Globally, cybercriminals are having great success. During the coronavirus pandemic alone,
cybercrime rose by approximately 600% across diverse industries. In 2020 alone, Trend Micro
reported identifying and blocking 62.6 billion cyber threats, which equates to approximately
119,000 threats introduced every minute. According to a 2021 Cyberwarfare report by
Cybersecurity Ventures, the financial implications are keeping pace as well. The average cost of
a data breach is around $3.86 million, which has steadily increased by approximately 15% each
year [1, 2]. If current trends continue, it is estimated that cybercrime could collectively cost
businesses $10.5 trillion annually [1].
Many of the world’s most critical industries have been targets of devastating cyber-attacks in
recent years. For example, many shipping and global trade conglomerates, such as Maersk, MSC,
and others have suffered the impacts of ransomware attacks that caused global operations and
communication to shut down, leaving billions in damages. Meanwhile, healthcare facilities have
become one of the top cyber targets, with a rise of 45% of attacks since 2020. Restricted access
to patient files, lab results and other crippling interruptions are just a few of the impacts the
healthcare industry is facing. But they do not stop there. Cybercriminals are now targeting public
safety organizations, such as fire and police departments, by holding data for ransom and even
intercepting public safety calls to prevent response. Two recent incidents in the US – the attacks
on the colonial pipeline and the attempted attack on Florida’s water system – shows that public
health, safety and the delivery of essential services are increasingly becoming targets of
cybercriminals. Thus, public safety is now at risk, as well.
These incidents emphasize that cybersecurity can no longer just be a checkbox. It must be at the
forefront during all stages of design and use by the manufacturer, facility, and workforce. While
the objective of every hacker is different, any weak point in a building’s IT infrastructure, building
systems, IoT devices or other systems can be exploited and used as a pathway for attack.
Connectivity Revolution

While fire and life safety systems used to be standalone systems, today, Building Control Systems
(BCS) and others are commonly connected to fire and life safety systems. This can include
systems like clean agent or special hazard systems, smoke control, bi-directional amplification,
access control, building automation, security systems, and other internet-connected devices.
Fire protection systems are being exposed to more cyber risks as they continue to be networked
to systems and devices that are exposed to the public-facing internet, whether by design or
oversight. A quick search for two popular internet protocols on the most popular ports uncovered
over 43,000 BCS exposed to the open internet, leaving the BCS and connected fire systems
vulnerable to cyber-attacks. These vulnerabilities expose holes or weaknesses in applications,
hardware components, or networks that allows attackers to cause harm or command a system
or component to act in an unauthorized manner [2]. These attacks have the potential to
compromise safety.
Attack Surfaces for Fire, Life Safety, and other connected systems
To help navigate the emerging landscape of cyber threats impacting facilities’ fire protection
equipment, the Fire Protection Research Foundation, the research affiliate of the NFPA, began a
research program on cybersecurity for fire protection systems in the summer of 2020 to better
understand the vulnerabilities, severity of consequences, and the awareness issues within the
fire protection community.
The preliminary results identified a number of threat surfaces – facets of a system which are
vulnerable to an attacker – on fire protection and related systems. While integration has distinct
benefits, it is not without issues. The threat surface increases as fire and life safety systems are
interconnected with outside networks. System components which are exposed to both IT
(Information Technology) and OT (Operational Technology) networks, such as servers, are
typically the most vulnerable [2].
For fire alarm systems, the points where the fire alarm system touches IP pathways or has any
external access ports, connects to other networks, or shares data with other systems, are known
as the network perimeter. These connection points are common targets of cybercrimial due to
their high vulnerability. If these connection points are not properly secured with the appropiate
and updated hardware, firmware, software and physical access controls, the opportunity for a
bad actor to access the system and cause harm is increased. [2].
The attack methods described below provide a few strategies implemented by cyber criminals to
expose software, hardware, connectivity, security or human vulnerabilities regarding fire safety
systems:
Some attack methods include, but are not limited to:
• Radio frequency jamming – a type of denial of service (DoS) attack when an adversary
can introduce a powerful radio frequency signal to overwhelm the system and block the

•
•
•

•
•

wireless communication between different components to interfere with data
transmission. In the case of fire, this attack could cause the sensor to be unable to
communicate the detection of the fire [7].
Remote code execution (RCE) is when an adversary is able to gain access to a computing
device remotely, execute malicious code, make changes, and take control with
administrative privileges [5].
Theft is when an adversary performs a theft operation, digitial or physical, to gain access
to a building system.
Man-in-the-middle attack is when an adversary intercepts the exchange between
systems, pretends to be the original sender and implements an attack while tricking the
recipient into believing they are still receiving a legitimate message from the original
sender [3].
Physical Infestation is physically accessing the building (e.g., such as by tailgating another
person into the building). Once inside, they can execute the attack.
Social Engineering is when an attacker utilizes human interaction or social skills to obtain
confidential information about an organization or its systems. By the attacker pretending
to be someone else and asking the right questions, they can often obtain enough
information to infiltrate the organization’s networks [4].

Regardless of the method, cyber-attacks directly on fire safety systems or indirectly through
connected systems can result in serious consequences. These attacks can cause a loss of
communication – preventing the alarm system from being able to communicate the detection of
the fire to the occupants or other systems. Conversely, cyber-attacks can also create false alarms,
with the purpose of encouraging egress to perhaps draw occupants to another hazard or to
create a lack of trust in safety systems. Other motives include denial of service to cause systems
to not operate as intended, or to prevent sensors from detecting fires or recognize ignition.
Further, cyber criminals are hacking into equipment or systems to make the system unstable and
present fire or explosion hazards. In summary, these attacks can compromise life safety or cause
a distrust of fire protection systems.
The underpinning objective of fire protection has always been to ensure the fire and explosion
hazards are appropriately protected and the safety systems operate as intended, when needed.
However, the cyber threat landscape for fire protection systems has the potential to compromise
these goals.
Protection
In the presence of these threats, it is important to implement security controls and mitigation
strategies to reduce the attack surface. Ten actions that can be taken to reduce the probability
and consequence of cyber-attacks are provided below [2]:
1) Network segmentation. Segmenting computer networks divides the network into smaller
parts, which not only improves performance, but it also restricts how far a cyber-attack
can spread.

2) Update Malware/virus protection. Software security, virus, and malware protection are
items that often fall through the cracks for fire protection systems, due to the division of
responsibility the fire protection profession and IT and the technical expertise of those
responsible for the systems. However, keeping technology up to date with appropriate
protection against malware and viruses is critical for reducing cyber risks.
3) Training –Having a trained workforce that is aware of vulnerabilities introduced with
interconnectivity and their role in reducing the threats is crucial for protecting critical
systems. Many threats, such as phishing, piggybacking, and data theft, exploit human
behaviors. But a well-trained workforce can implement and execute common
cybersecurity best practices.
4) Disabling insecure and unused protocols reduces the attack surface and in-turn improves
cybersecurity.
5) Change Default Passwords – Passwords are a common way for cyber criminals to prey on
weaknesses. Changing the admin password and increasing its strength can slow or deter
cyber-attacks on fire alarm systems.
6) Manage Permissions
• Manage permissions and disable guest accounts – The attack surface can be reduced
by managing permissions. Disabling guest accounts and updating passwords are two
simple ways to do this. As a result, it increases system security and forces technicians
to request permission for programming changes to a fire alarm system and ensures
all programming requests and functions impacted by the changes are tested, verified,
and documented through a change management process.
• Manage access – Beyond remote access, another way to reduce cyber risks in a facility
is through proactive physical access management. If there is turnover with employees
or vendors, terminate their access to systems, both physically and remotely.
7) Firewalls – Firewalls are an available means of providing enhanced IT security to protect
systems from attack, blocking unauthorized access while still allowing valid users
access to the systems and functions necessary to perform their jobs.
8) Baselining – To be able to identify abnormal behavior, it is important to understand the
baseline behavior on particularly networks or systems. Establishing a baseline can help
improve the security stance of an organization or network.
9) The principle of least privilege – This strategy reduces the attack surface by only
permitting users, systems, or processes access to the resources necessary to perform
their job.
10) Threat, Vulnerability and Risk Assessments (TVRA) – One of the best strategies for
reducing the risk of cyber-attacks is to be aware of the present threats, system
vulnerabilities and the organization’s overall risk, which can be achieved through a threat,
vulnerability, and risk assessment. TVRA’s can be conducted to assess an organization’s
need to protect their respective assets and minimize cybercrime and security breaches.
The risk of the identified threats can then be classified by a combined assessment of the
facility’s vulnerability and the impact of the potential loss. This information can be used
to inform a customized cybersecurity strategy.

While cyber-attacks pose one of the greatest challenges to organizations today, the threats can
be reduced through active management. By analyzing the systems in place, soliciting help from
technical experts, implementing risk reduction strategies, and educating respective workforces,
the threat of cyber-attacks on fire safety can be minimized.
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A Simplified Method for Calculation of Coat Back Lengths
By: Arnoud Breunese, Promat Product Manager/Etex, Netherlands
Whenever non-loadbearing steel members (“attachments”) are attached to a loadbearing
steel (“primary”) member and penetrate its passive fire protection, additional heat will be
conducted to the primary member during a fire. This will result in a local hot spot in the
primary member that may reduce the actual fire resistance. Finite element simulations for
realistic geometries show that the critical steel temperature (i.e. the supposed failure
temperature of the steel member) is reached between 20% and 80% sooner than the design
situation. Structural failure is generally directly linked to the location with the highest
temperature because this is the weakest link of the structural system. In other words,
leaving steel attachments unprotected is likely to reduce the fire resistance time of the
primary member by 20% to 80%. The wide variation in this percentage is due to the fact
that geometries can vary, and in particular the dimensions of the attachments are of
influence.
In order to avoid that the fire resistance is strongly reduced, coat backs must be applied:
passive fire protection is also applied on the attachment over a certain length from the
connection to the primary member. In onshore oil & gas structures coat backs are often
omitted, due to the lack of clear rules and calculation methods and possibly a lack of
awareness of the importance for the overall passive fire protection performance.

Figure 1: example of coat backs in practice (left) and no coat back (right)
Thermal effects around a coat back
The temperature distribution around an attachment with coat back is highly complex. It is
defined by the interaction of different heat paths:
1. Heat flow through the steel attachment, in its longitudinal direction, from the
unprotected area towards the primary member,
2. Heat flow through the coat back fire protection of the attachment, causing the
attachment to heat up and therefore also conducting heat to the primary member,
3. Design situation for the fire protection thickness: heat flow through the fire protection
of the primary member (without considering the attachment).
4. Heat flow away from the attachment, through the primary member in the sectional
plane
5. Heat flow away from the attachment, through the primary member in longitudinal
direction
6. Local effect at the connection where the fire protection forms a corner (from primary
member to attachment), locally providing additional protection.
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Figure 2: heat paths around a connection with a coat back (one half of a symmetric
geometry modelled)
Considerations for a simplified model
The starting point for the model is the need to simplify as much as possible the full threedimensional geometry of the cross-section, without compromising on the key geometric
features that are governing the local heating of the primary member at the location of the
attachment connection:
-

Cross-section area, exposed perimeter and section factor of the primary member,
Cross-section area, exposed perimeter and section factor of the attachment,
Number of attachments connecting to one location on the primary member,
Fire protection thickness and properties,

-

Fire exposure time.

Starting with the most simple model available, one could try to calculate this in a “zero
dimensional” model, where the steel mass is considered as one point and the fire protection
as a certain delaying factor for the heat to reach the steel. This does not provide any credible
answer because the different heat paths are not included and also the heat sink of the steel
mass would depend for example on the (a priori unknown) length of the primary member
that is influenced by the heat flow through the attachment.
One step more advanced, a one-dimensional model is pretty accurate for the modelling of
temperatures in fireproofed linear steel sections. The thickness of the fireproofing is
explicitly modelled, and the modelled thickness of the steel determines the heat sink and is
therefore directly linked to the section factor of the steel member. However, the limitations
with regard to the heat paths and the length of the influence zone are the same as for the
zero-dimensional model.
With a two-dimensional model, a larger number of relevant effects can be included:
-

The thickness (i.e. inverse of the section factor) of the primary member,
The thickness of the passive fire protection on the primary member,
The thickness (i.e. inverse of the section factor) of the attachment,
The thickness of the passive fire protection on the attachment,
The length of the coat back.

The two-dimensional model comes closer to reality, but it fails to include the actual cross
section areas of the primary member and the attachment.
A Semi-3D model
In order to have all the benefits of the two-dimensional model and to also include the cross
section areas of the primary member and the attachment, the two-dimensional model is
expanded with a third dimension in the form of a certain thickness.

Figure 3: the Semi-3D model. A two-dimensional model with a thickness.
In this way, the thickness of the primary member and the attachment can be varied
independently. The thickness represents the perimeter of the section that is exposed to fire.
This perimeter is equal to the section factor multiplied by the cross section area. It is the
ratio of the exposed perimeters of the primary beam and the attachment that influences the

temperatures of the connection. Therefore, the thickness of the primary member can be
arbitrarily chosen at any value, as long as the thickness of the attachment is in the correct
proportion to it. For example if the exposed perimeter of the primary member is 1000mm
and the perimeter of the attachment is 200mm, in the model one could choose to set the
thickness of the primary member at (arbitrarily) 10mm and the thickness of the attachment
at 2mm.
The translation of the full cross section into a semi-3D cross section is illustrated below.

Figure 4: 3D section translated into a semi-3D section: in the 2D plane, B represents the
average steel thickness (i.e. inverse of the section factor), C represents the fire protection
thickness. In the third direction, A represents the (proportional) exposed perimeter.
The model was developed using the following input parameters and material properties:
-

-

The hydrocarbon fire curve as given in UL1709 (“rapid rise fire”) was used, as this is
slightly more onerous than the hydrocarbon fire curve given in EN 1363-2,
Temperature dependent thermal properties of the passive fire protection, calibrated
with fire test data following e.g. BS, UL and EN test standards with hydrocarbon fire
curves,
Temperature dependent thermal properties of steel in accordance with EN 1993-1-2.

Corner connection detail
When developing the Semi-3D model, it appeared that the modelling of the heat transfer in
the corner has a major influence on the calculated steel temperatures at the attachment /
primary member connection.
A solution was found in applying a thermal disconnection between the part of the perimeter
of the primary member that was directly exposed to fire and the part that was shielded by
the attachment and its fire protection forming a local corner. This is realistic, as in practice
the shielding effect will also be greater if the attachment has a larger perimeter and
therefore covers a larger part of the primary member.
Validation
29 cases were fully modelled in 3D, in order to have a relevant benchmark for the simple
model. The cases systematically cover a number of aspects:

-

High to low section factor for primary members
High to low section factor for attachments
Attachments of different sizes (exposed perimeters)
Attachment connection to the flange or the web
Single attachments (asymmetric) or double attachments (symmetric)
Shape (H-section or flat strip) and orientation of the attachment
Varying coat back lengths
Varying passive fire protection thicknesses

Each of the cases that were fully modelled in 3D was also modelled using the Semi-3D model,
resulting in a graph showing three temperature lines:
-

Full 3D model: maximum local temperature of the primary member at the location of
the attachment connection,
Full 3D model: average cross section temperature of the primary member at the
location of the attachment connection,
Semi-3D model: temperature of the primary member at the location of the attachment
connection.

An example of a validation graph is shown below.

Figure 5: typical validation graph. In this case (blue lines), a strip is attached to one flange of
an H-section, compared to the temperatures calculated with the Semi-3D model (red line).
As can be seen from this figure, the Semi-3D model closely follows the maximum cross
section temperatures as calculated in the full 3D model, and is slightly on the conservative
side.

Only when the attachment is fixed to the web, in some cases the maximum temperature of
the web is slightly (typically 30oC) higher than predicted by the Semi-3D model. This is
however always a very local effect and it is accompanied by an average cross section
temperature that is lower than predicted by the Semi-3D model (typically 50oC lower for the
average of the full cross section, i.e. including the hot zone of the web). From a structural
point of view, the locally higher temperature is more than compensated by the much lower
flange temperatures and is unlikely to cause structural failure.
When the attachment is connected to the flanges, the Semi-3D model generally slightly
overpredicts even the maximum temperatures calculated in the full 3D simulations.
It was also observed that the model becomes more conservative when the coat back length
is reduced. This means that when the model is used to optimise the shortest possible coat
back length to fulfil the requirements, it is especially conservative.
Scope and limitations
The Semi-3D model captures all the relevant properties for the calculation of the heat flow,
except for heat path 6. The validation study however demonstrated that the model is
conservative. The model assumes that there is no overlap between the influence zones of
two adjacent attachments. Certainly if sufficient coat back is applied, this assumption will be
correct.
Boxed vs. profiled protection
The model is only valid for profiled fire protection. In case of boxed fire protection, thermal
transfer by convection and radiation through the hollow areas can change the behaviour. By
definition, the Semi-3D model is not suitable to include hollow areas. A practical solution to
eliminate heat flow by convection and radiation is to fill up the hollow areas with a heat
resistant material. In that case, the model is again conservative.
Three vs. four sided protection
Leaving the top of a steel beam unprotected is a common practice in the Oil & Gas sector.
However from a fire design perspective, this causes a major reduction of the fire resistance.
Separate simulations (not presented in this paper) show that if a beam is exposed to a
hydrocarbon fire curve with the top flange unprotected, the critical steel temperature is
already exceeded within 5 to 10 minutes. This occurs irrespective of the intended fire rating
and corresponding fire protection thickness on the three protected sides. Even under the
optimistic assumption that much lower fire temperatures impact the top of the beam, still
there is a strong reduction of the fire resistance. When passive fire protection systems are
fire tested in a three sided configuration, there is always a concrete or autoclaved aerated
concrete floor on top of the beam that protects the top against fire. This is essential to reach
the required fire resistance.
This issue is however unrelated to the additional local heating caused by attachments and
the need for coat backs. Under the assumption that in a three sided configuration also the
top of the beam is shielded from the fire, the Semi-3D model is equally valid. The model is

therefore valid for beams and columns and for exposure on three or four sides, as all these
variations are expressed in the section factors and exposed perimeters.
Structural nodes, multiple attachments
As the Semi-3D model represents one quarter of a symmetric situation, by default it
calculates the heat flow for a situation where attachments are connected opposite each
other on either side of the primary member. However by adjusting the exposed perimeter of
the attachment, the model can be equally used for single attachments or for more than two
attachments located at the same structural node. This was confirmed by calculating full 3D
validation cases with multiple attachments.
Conclusion
Omitting coat backs significantly reduces the time to reach the critical steel temperature. An
indicative parameter study within practical ranges showed that the critical steel temperature
is reached roughly 20% to 80% sooner if coat backs are omitted. In other words, protecting a
beam for 120 minutes fire resistance but not applying coat backs may result in an actual fire
resistance between roughly 24 and 96 minutes. For this reason it is strongly recommended
to apply coat backs. With the Semi-3D model it has now become possible to quickly
determine the required coat back lengths for a wide range of geometries. The model is
validated with full three-dimensional thermal finite element calculations, for steel protected
by passive fire protection systems and exposed to hydrocarbon fire curves. For all modelling
work the steel properties were in accordance with EN 1993-1-2 and the properties of the
passive fire protection material were calibrated to be conservative for a large number of fire
tests on steel elements protected with a specific passive fire protection system.
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